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Ever felt like knocking your boss the eff out? Even if you're your own boss? I have. I
remember the day I decided to punch my boss in the face. One of the best decisions I
ever made by far. It was glorious. A "V" day of sorts. I just walked in his office, looked
him straight in the eyes, and did a spinning back fist. Yeah, that's right ... a spinning
back fist. Bruce Lee style, baby. I missed of course. And fell. But nevertheless ... my
point had been made. I picked myself back up off the floor, slotted back to my cubichell, and resumed my daily torchores like a good little drone. And then I woke up.
Literally. Like ... in a bed. I was just a stupid dream. "Man", I thought. "If I can't even
punch my boss the right way in my dreams, how the heck am I ever gonna do it in real
life?" So I decided to do what every sensible human being does in his mid-thirties ...
give up on my dreams. Luckily for me I had two dreams. One was to punch my boss in
the face. The other was to quit my job and get filthy rich doing stuff that made me
happy. Swing-and-a-miss on the first dream (pun intended). Home run on the second
one. Like ... grand slam home run. I wanna tell you both how I did it and how you can
be one of my "RBI"s. I've done all the hard work for you. All you have to do is quit your
job and come on home. Here's my point ... You can have and do whatever the heck you
want. You can, to a certain degree, create your own reality. But it's not easy. Which is
why I've decided to create your reality for you. Wanna see it? Step into it even? You
would if you knew what was on the other side. All ya gotta do is punch a few buttons
and get this book. But you're going to have to take a click of faith.
Includes music.
Learn The Closely-Guarded Trading Secrets Of An Investment Banking Veteran No
Other Trader Will Ever Tell YouIf you are interested in trading like the pros and taking
your Forex profits to a completely new dimension ... then these may be the most
exciting pages you will ever read. This concise but powerful book covers all the secrets
I learned after managing over 1 billion dollars and trading for more than 8 years with
some of the best and brightest forex professional traders in the world.Imagine being
able to absorb in just a few pages all the trading techniques that it took tens of years for
the most successful traders to acquire...wouldn't that be great? And that's just a fraction
of the precious knowledge you'll find in this book. Reading it today is a must. Good
trading.

50 Red Hot Forex Trading SecretsThe Closely Guarded Secrets of an Investment
Banking Veteran No Other Trader Will Ever Tell You
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time
extravagant living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book
and go find something else to do. So, on the other side... do you live in a self
denial chasing the next best system? STOP... Enough is enough, enough ridicule
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from your relatives and friends, it's time to show your guts. Face it, think about it,
what would you think if you were on the other side looking through the eyes of
your family and friends. All you see is a loser, getting ups and downs totally
controlled by the next guru they read about. Doode, this gota stop! Trust me, I
know you feel the pain. I can kind of still remember it...kind of hard to do when I
am sitting on my yacht in the Caribbean sipping from something that comes with
umbrella on top. See, it didn't use to be that way, not too long, couple of years
ago... but I will tell you about that later in my letter Ha! Forex trading is not all it is
cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots and banks and foreign
sovereign institutions. Keep reading if you know where I am coming from...
Things didn't used to be all pink for me either, pain, loss, closed one losing
account, opened second one, heard of such and such broker giving a certain
deal on lots opened another account, lost all the money, started in the mini,
macro, regular lots... Does that sound familiar, try to look from the outside, Forex
is for crazy people, crazy winners or crazy losers. Now, if this is your first contact
with Forex, I am really sorry you had to hear this small talk. I would rather be the
nice guy, rather be the good news bearer, but please, don't kill the messenger,
this is the bloody truth in Forex. You may be mad at me at this moment, but soon
will come the moment you will thank me . Or you would rather stumble on a nice
guru telling you all the lies, and how he can help you open a 10k account with a
secret advantage. Or worse... He can even offer to manage your 10k, if you so
willingly send him a check for the whole amount. The book you are about to read
is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers and I am putting
it all out for you. See I don't really need the 10 bucks, but I am making sure you
appreciate the value you are getting. I have made my share trading the market,
paid for all the yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn. I am sick
and tired of the pain in the community and all the retail traders like yourself
slaughtered by the hefty brokers. It is time to pay back, it is time for me to give
back and to make sure the small trader has evened the plates no more secrets
and golden grails uncovered. All the knowledge I am presenting in this book,
comes from the school of hard knock, expensive paid Forex forums, where real
traders hang out, not bothered by the rookies. Things I overheard on the golf
course? Tell me about that, one of the guys I used to golf with executed only one
trade a month, we used to call him the "ONE TRADE GUY..". How ridiculous that
is? Hanging around, playing golf all month until a certain currency goes to a such
and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out all the people with red
eyes staring at the screens day and night, fighting with their spouses, wasting
their lives in front of the broker platforms. I know what you are thinking...this guy
is full of it! Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every newbie trader like
you and I don't want you to have anything to do with it. So, I am giving you a
choice: take this book read it, study and devour every single strategy, because is
real, out of the trenches uncompromised, winning truth coming from a real trader.
Take the leap of faith, you are a couple mouse clicks away from finding the real
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freedom and trading like a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on the other side!
Trader X
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day
trading from the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and
even and sailing is a pure pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and
moving your hair. The day will soon be over and you are about to dock on exotic
island in the Caribbean. Another boat is passing by and the captain is giving you
a friendly hand wave. Bunch of dolphins are showing off at the bow and jumping
and looping beautifully in the water. They are trying to keep up with the boat.The
water is crystal clear and you can see the marine life and the spectrum of
amazing colors all the way to the bottom of the riff. You throw in the lines to the
dock master and retreat to a luxurious resort with full amenities and world class
service. After a short break you are down at the local marina bar drinking on
something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then you woke up… Not
only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't
believe that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality.You've been staring in
the monitor for hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on
them. In a matter of fact you were so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural
reaction of your body.See, you just realized your trade almost reached your
target, but not quite, (just about at the point of your dram, where you got to the
exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB combined with a round
number and a solid support/resistance level. The market reversed sharply on you
and you are looking at a huge loss and your account is down 25%.If this scenario
looks familiar don't despair. It seems like a short 4 years ago I was in your
predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short years, but it did seem like ages
passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation and depression.
Just spent the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on a
whim from a “guru's article advice”. A half hour later got a margin call from the
broker and my account was disabled. I thought to myself “that's it; I am done with
this nonsense” See, I was dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH…but was
drowning in debt and piling up the shelves in my room with the newest shockingly
“a slightly different copy” of the previous system. See, the Forex education
market is full of “education sharks”. This people are preying on newbies and
aggressively targeting beginners. But…, I am sick and tired; to see honest people
like you, lose their hot cash to the cold broker games. So, I decided to put an end
of this and level the plane ones and for all. Honestly I might get some of the big
dogs really upset and even mad when they find out this info had leaked out. The
book you are about to read reveals the highly guarded secrets of an underground
Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on “Forex Tips and Tricks
page 89”. The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks are
losers and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for
“kisses and huggies” you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will
get big lumps of hard challenging realities thrown in your lap to lean grow and
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prosper. So, you I agree; you can possibly amount to discover all the “gold
nuggets” and “rich nutty info” you will find in this book on your own. Spend
thousands of dollars on paid forums and exclusive mastermind groups. Blow to
the wind several years of blind research, guess work and this task is absolutely
possible to achieve. But please, take my hard learned lesson to heart; Buy this
book now and save countless of hours staring at your monitor and save
thousands of your hard earned money. Spend your time with your family and
loved ones. Do the right thing. See you on the other side. Trader X
A complete and accessible overview of how politics and economics collide in a
global context This text surveys the theories, institutions, and relationships that
characterize IPE and highlights them in a diverse range of regional and
transnational issues. The bestseller in the field, Introduction to International
Political Economy positions students to critically evaluate the global economy
and to appreciate the personal impact of political, economic, and social forces.
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day
trading from the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and
even and sailing is a pure pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and
moving your hair. The day will soon be over and you are about to dock on exotic
island in the Caribbean. Another boat is passing by and the captain is giving you
a friendly hand wave. Bunch of dolphins are showing off at the bow and jumping
and looping beautifully in the water. They are trying to keep up with the boat. The
water is crystal clear and you can see the marine life and the spectrum of
amazing colors all the way to the bottom of the riff. You throw in the lines to the
dock master and retreat to a luxurious resort with full amenities and world class
service. After a short break you are down at the local marina bar drinking on
something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then you woke up... Not
only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't
believe that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality. You've been staring in
the monitor for hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on
them. In a matter of fact you were so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural
reaction of your body. See, you just realized your trade almost reached your
target, but not quite, (just about at the point of your dream, where you got to the
exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB combined with a round
number and a solid support/resistance level. The market reversed sharply on you
and you are looking at a huge loss and your account is down 25%. If this
scenario looks familiar don't despair. It seems like a short 4 years ago I was in
your predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short years, but it did seem like ages
passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation and depression.
Just spent the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on a
whim from a "guru's article advice." A half hour later got a margin call from the
broker and my account was disabled. I thought to myself "that's it; I am done with
this nonsense" See, I was dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH...but was
drowning in debt and piling up the shelves in my room with the newest shockingly
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"a slightly different copy" of the previous system. See, the Forex education
market is full of "education sharks." These people are preying on newbies and
aggressively targeting beginners. But..., I am sick and tired; to see honest people
like you, lose their hot cash to the cold broker games. So, I decided to put an end
of this and level the plane ones and for all. Honestly I might get some of the big
dogs really upset and even mad when they find out this info had leaked out. The
book you are about to read reveals the highly guarded secrets of an underground
Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on "Forex Tips and Tricks
page 89." The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks are losers
and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for "kisses
and huggies" you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will get big
lumps of hard challenging realities thrown in your lap to learn grow and prosper.
So, I agree; you can possibly amount to discover all the "gold nuggets" and "rich
nutty info" you will find in this book on your own. Spend thousands of dollars on
paid forums and exclusive mastermind groups. Blow to the wind several years of
blind research, guess work and this task is absolutely possible to achieve. But
please, take my hard learned lesson to heart; Buy this book now and save
countless of hours staring at your monitor and save thousands of your hard
earned money. Spend your time with your family and loved ones. Do the right
thing. See you on the other side. Trader X
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day trading
from the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and even and sailing
is a pure pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and moving your hair. The day
will soon be over and you are about to dock on exotic island in the Caribbean. Another
boat is passing by and the captain is giving you a friendly hand wave. Bunch of
dolphins are showing off at the bow and jumping and looping beautifully in the water.
They are trying to keep up with the boat. The water is crystal clear and you can see the
marine life and the spectrum of amazing colors all the way to the bottom of the riff. You
throw in the lines to the dock master and retreat to a luxurious resort with full amenities
and world class service. After a short break you are down at the local marina bar
drinking on something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then you woke up...
Not only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't believe
that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality. You've been staring in the monitor for
hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on them. In a matter of fact
you were so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural reaction of your body. See, you
just realized your trade almost reached your target, but not quite, (just about at the point
of your dream, where you got to the exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB
combined with a round number and a solid support/resistance level. The market
reversed sharply on you and you are looking at a huge loss and your account is down
25%. If this scenario looks familiar don't despair. It seems like a short 4 years ago I was
in your predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short years, but it did seem like ages
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passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation and depression. Just spent
the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on a whim from a
"guru's article advice". A half hour later got a margin call from the broker and my
account was disabled. I thought to myself "that's it; I am done with this nonsense" See, I
was dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH...but was drowning in debt and piling up
the shelves in my room with the newest shockingly "a slightly different copy" of the
previous system. See, the Forex education market is full of "education sharks". These
people are preying on newbies and aggressively targeting beginners. But..., I am sick
and tired; to see honest people like you, lose their hot cash to the cold broker games.
So, I decided to put an end of this and level the plane ones and for all. Honestly I might
get some of the big dogs really upset and even mad when they find out this info had
leaked out. The book you are about to read reveals the highly guarded secrets of an
underground Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on "Forex Tips and
Tricks page 89". The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks are
losers and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for "kisses
and huggies" you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will get big lumps
of hard challenging realities thrown in your lap to learn grow and prosper. So, I agree;
you can possibly amount to discover all the "gold nuggets" and "rich nutty info" you will
find in this book on your own. Spend thousands of dollars on paid forums and exclusive
mastermind groups. Blow to the wind several years of blind research, guess work and
this task is absolutely possible to achieve. But please, take my hard learned lesson to
heart; Buy this book now and save countless of hours staring at your monitor and save
thousands of your hard earned money. Spend your time with your family and loved
ones. Do the right thing. See you on the other side. Trader X
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day trading
from the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and even and sailing
is a pure pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and moving your hair. The day
will soon be over and you are about to dock on exotic island in the Caribbean. Another
boat is passing by and the captain is giving you a friendly hand wave. Bunch of
dolphins are showing off at the bow and jumping and looping beautifully in the water.
They are trying to keep up with the boat. The water is crystal clear and you can see the
marine life and the spectrum of amazing colors all the way to the bottom of the riff. You
throw in the lines to the dock master and retreat to a luxurious resort with full amenities
and world class service. After a short break you are down at the local marina bar
drinking on something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then you woke up...
Not only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't believe
that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality. You've been staring in the monitor for
hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on them. In a matter of fact
you were so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural reaction of your body. See, you
just realized your trade almost reached your target, but not quite, (just about at the point
of your dram, where you got to the exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB
combined with a round number and a solid support/resistance level. The market
reversed sharply on you and you are looking at a huge loss and your account is down
25%. If this scenario looks familiar don't despair. It seems like a short 4 years ago I was
in your predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short years, but it did seem like ages
passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation and depression. Just spent
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the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on a whim from a
"guru's article advice". A half hour later got a margin call from the broker and my
account was disabled. I thought to myself "that's it; I am done with this nonsense" See, I
was dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH...but was drowning in debt and piling up
the shelves in my room with the newest shockingly "a slightly different copy" of the
previous system. See, the Forex education market is full of "education sharks". This
people are preying on newbies and aggressively targeting beginners. But..., I am sick
and tired; to see honest people like you, lose their hot cash to the cold broker games.
So, I decided to put an end of this and level the plane ones and for all. Honestly I might
get some of the big dogs really upset and even mad when they find out this info had
leaked out. The book you are about to read reveals the highly guarded secrets of an
underground Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on "Forex Tips and
Tricks page 89". The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks are
losers and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for "kisses
and huggies" you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will get big lumps
of hard challenging realities thrown in your lap to lean grow and prosper. So, you I
agree; you can possibly amount to discover all the "gold nuggets" and "rich nutty info"
you will find in this book on your own. Spend thousands of dollars on paid forums and
exclusive mastermind groups. Blow to the wind several years of blind research, guess
work and this task is absolutely possible to achieve. But please, take my hard learned
lesson to heart; Buy this book now and save countless of hours staring at your monitor
and save thousands of your hard earned money. Spend your time with your family and
loved ones. Do the right thing. See you on the other side. Trader X
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day trading from
the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and even and sailing is a pure
pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and moving your hair. The day will soon be over
and you are about to dock on exotic island in the Caribbean. Another boat is passing by and
the captain is giving you a friendly hand wave. Bunch of dolphins are showing off at the bow
and jumping and looping beautifully in the water. They are trying to keep up with the boat. The
water is crystal clear and you can see the marine life and the spectrum of amazing colors all
the way to the bottom of the riff. You throw in the lines to the dock master and retreat to a
luxurious resort with full amenities and world class service. After a short break you are down at
the local marina bar drinking on something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then
you woke up... Not only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't
believe that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality. You've been staring in the monitor for
hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on them. In a matter of fact you were
so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural reaction of your body. See, you just realized your
trade almost reached your target, but not quite, (just about at the point of your dram, where you
got to the exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB combined with a round number
and a solid support/resistance level. The market reversed sharply on you and you are looking
at a huge loss and your account is down 25%. If this scenario looks familiar don't despair. It
seems like a short 4 years ago I was in your predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short
years, but it did seem like ages passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation
and depression. Just spent the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on
a whim from a "guru's article advice." A half hour later got a margin call from the broker and my
account was disabled. I thought to myself "that's it; I am done with this nonsense" See, I was
dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH...but was drowning in debt and piling up the shelves
in my room with the newest shockingly "a slightly different copy" of the previous system. See,
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the Forex education market is full of "education sharks." This people are preying on newbies
and aggressively targeting beginners. But..., I am sick and tired; to see honest people like you,
lose their hot cash to the cold broker games. So, I decided to put an end of this and level the
plane ones and for all. Honestly I might get some of the big dogs really upset and even mad
when they find out this info had leaked out. The book you are about to read reveals the highly
guarded secrets of an underground Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on
"Forex Tips and Tricks page 89." The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks
are losers and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for "kisses and
huggies" you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will get big lumps of hard
challenging realities thrown in your lap to lean grow and prosper. So, I agree; you can possibly
amount to discover all the "gold nuggets" and "rich nutty info" you will find in this book on your
own. Spend thousands of dollars on paid forums and exclusive mastermind groups. Blow to
the wind several years of blind research, guess work and this task is absolutely possible to
achieve. But please, take my hard learned lesson to heart; Buy this book now and save
countless of hours staring at your monitor and save thousands of your hard earned money.
Spend your time with your family and loved ones. Do the right thing. See you on the other side.
Trader X
So, you are dreaming of blue turquoise beaches, pearl white sand and you day trading from
the board of your new sail boat/yacht. The breeze is smooth and even and sailing is a pure
pleasure. The wind is gently kissing your head and moving your hair. The day will soon be over
and you are about to dock on exotic island in the Caribbean. Another boat is passing by and
the captain is giving you a friendly hand wave. Bunch of dolphins are showing off at the bow
and jumping and looping beautifully in the water. They are trying to keep up with the boat. The
water is crystal clear and you can see the marine life and the spectrum of amazing colors all
the way to the bottom of the riff. You throw in the lines to the dock master and retreat to a
luxurious resort with full amenities and world class service. After a short break you are down at
the local marina bar drinking on something that comes with small umbrella on top. And then
you woke up... Not only this was a beautiful exotic dream, sooo wonderful and sweet, you don't
believe that it's ended in such a cruel demanding reality. You've been staring in the monitor for
hours, your eyes got sooo swollen you could hand a coat on them. In a matter of fact you were
so exhausted, falling asleep was a natural reaction of your body. See, you just realized your
trade almost reached your target, but not quite, (just about at the point of your dram, where you
got to the exquisite resort). After that the price met a hard FIB combined with a round number
and a solid support/resistance level. The market reversed sharply on you and you are looking
at a huge loss and your account is down 25%. If this scenario looks familiar don't despair. It
seems like a short 4 years ago I was in your predicament if not even worse. I say 4 short
years, but it did seem like ages passed since then. I can still see myself in clear desperation
and depression. Just spent the last dollar to my name, on a risky trade. Entered EUR/USD on
a whim from a "guru's article advice." A half hour later got a margin call from the broker and my
account was disabled. I thought to myself "that's it; I am done with this nonsense" See, I was
dreaming of becoming a big PLEYAHHH...but was drowning in debt and piling up the shelves
in my room with the newest shockingly "a slightly different copy" of the previous system. See,
the Forex education market is full of "education sharks." This people are preying on newbies
and aggressively targeting beginners. But..., I am sick and tired; to see honest people like you,
lose their hot cash to the cold broker games. So, I decided to put an end of this and level the
plane ones and for all. Honestly I might get some of the big dogs really upset and even mad
when they find out this info had leaked out. The book you are about to read reveals the highly
guarded secrets of an underground Forex society. You can read all about this in Chapter 8 on
"Forex Tips and Tricks page 89." The harsh vivid reality is, that 95% percent of the Forex folks
are losers and losing money hurts bad to the bone. However, if you are looking for "kisses and
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huggies" you won't find it in this book. But, on the opposite, you will get big lumps of hard
challenging realities thrown in your lap to lean grow and prosper. So, you I agree; you can
possibly amount to discover all the "gold nuggets" and "rich nutty info" you will find in this book
on your own. Spend thousands of dollars on paid forums and exclusive mastermind groups.
Blow to the wind several years of blind research, guess work and this task is absolutely
possible to achieve. But please, take my hard learned lesson to heart; Buy this book now and
save countless of hours staring at your monitor and save thousands of your hard earned
money. Spend your time with your family and loved ones. Do the right thing. See you on the
other side. Trader X
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